FARM LIFE
“This is absolute Eden. The
place is beautiful, the rooms
are superb and the food is
absolutely fabulous.”

COMPLIMENTARY FARM LIFE EXPERIENCES

– LIZ OUTRAY

As you unwind and relax amidst the peace and tranquillity of Gibb’s Farm, you may wonder
what lies beyond our uninterrupted panoramic views.
To allow you to fully experience the rhythms and beauty of the farm, community and nature,
Gibb’s Farm offers a variety of activities, adventures and opportunities to rejuvenate.
MORNING BIRD CENSUS
Gibb’s Farm is home to over 200 species of birds each season, and each year a few new
ones are observed and recorded. Avid birders are encouraged to join our naturalists for an
early walk around the farm to observe morning birdlife for census and behaviour, and
contribute to any new sightings. Ask at reception for our Bird List.

VEGETABLE HARVESTING
Join in the laughter and banter as the chefs go about their daily ritual of harvesting fresh
organic produce from our vegetable garden. This is delivered to our kitchen to be enjoyed
at lunch or dinnertime.

COFFEE ROASTING
Experience traditional coffee cultivation and roasting, just as it has been done for
generations. Enjoy the aroma and taste of a cup of wonderful organic, fresh-roasted
Arabica coffee each day at the main lodge. Roasted coffee beans may be purchased in the
boutique.
AFTERNOON TEA
Indulge in the simple pleasure of afternoon tea in the garden in the main lodge. Enjoy
Gibb’s Farm organic Arabica coffee and teas, accompanied by freshly baked cakes and tea
biscuits.
GARDEN SUNSET
As the African sun descends into the valley, enjoy the spectacular view of the golden rays
spilling over the carefully cultivated rows of coffee and the East African valley beyond.
Surrounded by terraced flower gardens and ancient trees overhead, you will
find yourself transported to another time and place.
TEMBO FIRE
The evening begins here for many guests, with a glorious sunset accompanied by a
refreshing drink. Complementing the relaxed mood, our naturalists and traditional healer
share stories about primates, Iraqw culture, elephants, traditional medicine,
Maasai legends and tales of tribal folklore.
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RHYTHM OF THE FARM
“I really enjoyed our stay
here and wish we had more
time to explore the farm life
that goes on every day. I
loved every minute of our
stay! I learned how to milk a
cow and lots about the
stages of coffee production.”

JOIN US FOR COMPLIMENTARY FARM LIFE
ACTIVITIES

– THE TURNBULLS

COW MILKING
In the Farmyard, experience something unique with the
traditional method of cow-milking

07:00 & 16:00

COFFEE ROASTING
Every morning on the Farmhouse main terrace, wake up and
smell the fresh Arabica coffee

08:00

BIRD WATCHING
Explore and observe wildlife & bird behaviour on the estate
(meet the Naturalists at the main Farmhouse)

07:00 & 16:00

VEGETABLE HARVESTING
Join us in harvesting fresh, organic produce from our
abundant vegetable gardens for lunch and dinner

08:00 & 14:00

PIGGING OUT
Ever wondered where the excess food goes?
Join our pigs for their daily feast

11:30

TEMBO FIRE TALES
Fascinating talk by our Naturalists & Healers around a Tembo
Fire in the vegetable garden
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17:30

